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Cut down telecommunication expenses
Fixed lines
Callia communication solutions support all major phone technologies. With our solutions we also provide
consulting for optimum utilization of the benefits that fixed operators offer. Our job is to keep track of the
constant changes in the telecommunication market and advise you on the additional benefits that are
offered on the market.
Savings on fixed line operators are usually associated with calling plans and service packages. By doing so
you can save more than 20% of the telecommunication services. You can also increase savings by using
other technologies. Additional savings can be achieved by increased productivity. By saving time and
money when, for example you send, receeive and store faxes.
Callia solutions support controling and limiting calls to various destinations such as calls to numbers with
premium services. It’s possible to control the amount of calls per user or phone.

Mobile lines
Mobile operators typically offer cheaper calls to mobile networks. If you frequently call mobile numbers,
integration of fixed and mobile lines is the best way to reduce costs of telecommunication services.
Users do not have to think how to dial trough a fixed or mobile number. Callia solutions automatically
route calls trough the cheapest operator, and so can save up to 50% of the telecommunication expenses.
Integration with mobile lines allows you to call field workers or remote offices that don’t have a fixed
phone line for free using mobile VPN calling plans.

VoIP telephony
VoIP telephony offers cheaper calls to international and local numbers. This technology also supports free
calls to remote offices, teleworkers, clients and suppliers.
If you are out of the office, and have Internet access, you can connect to the Callia solution over VPN and
call extensions in the office or other phone numbers the same way as you were in the office. With Callia
solutions you can always be available without big expenses.

Integration
Integration of all the described technologies provides flexibility and reduces costs, without a long period of
adjustments. Every solution is as good as it’s easy to use. That’s why Callia solutions are designed to bring
you all the advantages of modern communication technologies without big adjustments. Contact us and
we will suggest the most suitable solution for your requirements and calculate how much you can save.
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